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However, there is also an opportunity for error when typing in the 'CompanyName'. This combo box will
remove this error and make it easy for the user to input information. In this example, I am going to add a
combo box to the gender entry box so it only allows you to select 'Male' or 'Female'. It comes up with
something like this: As you can see, this report does not fit A4 paper correctly The size of A4 paper is marked
by the red rectangle around the light grey striped line. Learners must explain P4 how their style of
organisation helps them to fulfil their purpose 5. Learners must describe P2 , explain M1 the different
stakeholders who influence the purpose of two contrasting businesses 3. For example, if an online application
form where if no value were to be entered in an entry box which is a requirement like email and username then
the user would be sent an error message to fill out the requirements of the application form like if they forgot
to put a username in etc. Know the range of different businesses and their ownership 2. If wrong character is
put into the database then an error message will be displayed. The user would need to know what company we
have in the database, but the user can mistype or not capitalise where necessary. Sometimes data redundancy
occurs by accident but is also done deliberately for backups. Retrieving a single record can be done with just a
few clicks in a database. Having said this, it becomes a nuisance when the database is not backed up as it will
take a lot of time to retype the data. I want the user to easily know what companies are in the database and if
the database gets a new company, I want the combo box to automatically detect and add that to the company
name list without having to manually add the name. To reduce typo errors, the user that is editing the database
should double check what they have done in order to be certain that the data has been inputted is correctly.
Firstly, I select combo box from the design tab just like before but this time, I select 'I want the combo box to
get the values from another table or query'. This will make information in the primary table easier to read as it
will only have the relevant information in it. Next, I selected 'Store that value in this field' and then select
'Gender' from the combo box. I also called the button 'PrintPreview' as 'Command43' was not a good name for
it. Foreign Key A foreign key is a key that is a column of groups or a group of columns in a relational database
table that provides a link between data in two tables. I then select 'Store that value in this field' then I selected
'CompanyName' from the combo box and clicked next. I will then select 'CompanyName' from the combo box
and put it as ascending so the 'CompanyName' will go in alphabetical order starting from a-z. I shrunk all the
boxes together so it nicely fits an A4 piece of paper if I so choose to print the ticket list.


